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The aim of Biocoat project (PPP, RW) is to develop new functionalities with high added 
value on inorganic substrates through multifunctional molecular coatings following a 
multidisciplinary biomimetic approach  
 
The concept of molecular biomimetic led to the design and synthesis of macromolecules that 
learn both from nature and from organic chemistry for multifunctional properties amongst 
others adherence or at the reverse anti-adhesion. 
 
Layer by layer process (LbL) is a simple and convenient way of making multilayered films of 
thicknesses ranging in the nano-scale with tailored composition and architecture. Thin 
multilayer films can be easily built in aqueous solution on a wide variety of inorganic surfaces 
being flat or particulate, by dipping or spraying process. The driving force for self assembly 
of polyelectrolyte films is electrostatic interactions.  
First, a polyelectrolyte is adsorbed onto target charged substrate then alternatively 
polycationic and polyanionic components are deposited.  
 
Examples of polyelectrolytes are water soluble multi-charged synthetic polymers, possibly 
designed by molecular biomimetic, proteins, polysaccharides, etc. 
 
Physico chemical properties of the film can be adjusted by varying the nature of the 
constitutive polyelectrolytes, their charge density, the pH and ionic strength of aqueous 
solutions.  
Stability of multilayered films depends on charge density of multi-charged constituents, hence 
on ionic strength. Durability may be brought by crosslinking the film by chemical or physical 
means.  
LbL technique shows several advantages: 
- The making process is environmental friendly, adaptable to industrial making process, 
easily automated using a dipping or spraying robot, not impacted by substrate shape. 
- Films can demonstrate specific properties (electrical, optical, etc …) and desirable 
functions by inserting adequate active molecules. Nano-multilayered films can be 
functionalized with biomolecules, or doped with drugs, with inorganic or organic 
particles, to confer to the substrate unique properties or allow for controlled, delayed 
delivery of active ingredients. 
 
This technology could lead to the development of surfaces with (anti)-adhesion properties 
towards proteins or microorganisms, with improved cleanability, hygiene, biocompatibilty 
etc, and therefore applications in biomedical field (drug delivery, basis for tissue 
reconstruction,etc), food industry, and many others. 
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